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rapide fire

Aston Martin changes the performance-automobile
game with a futuristic four-seater that can fit a family
WORDS CHRIS KAYE

Fast cars are more fun with friends. That’s the central conceit of the Aston Martin Rapide, the company’s
first four-door sports car and its most significant new model for the new decade. “It had to be elegant, an
unbelievable piece of sculpture,” explains design director Marek Reichman, who created the car in a new
stand-alone design facility adjacent to Aston Martin headquarters in Gaydon, Warwickshire.
“The experience of walking up to it should be as much an experience as the trip itself,” he says.
Though clearly a sibling of Aston’s DB9 Coupe, it’s miraculously only about a foot longer and just over
three hundred pounds heavier. As the eye follows the path of the iconic Aston side strake, the unexpected
appearance of the rear doors is almost shocking. “The surface language of the car doesn’t have to be
masculine or feminine,” explains Reichman. “It can be both feline and muscular.” While the car has a low,
menacing stance, with massive 20-inch wheels, its doors deploy in a 12-degree swan-wing arc to gracefully clear curbs. And instead of the vestigial back seats common to sports coupes useful only for cargo
or children, Rapide’s soft, leather-covered rear bucket seats can accommodate full-grown adults. And
comfortably, too, with niceties like individual DVD screens and seat warmers/coolers.
The aim was to make it a striking sports car first and a sedan second. “We were seeking a new
dimension in usability,“ says CEO Ulrich Bez, “Rapide writes a new book for the four-door sports car.”
Made from aluminum, steel and composite materials, the Rapide’s V12 engine takes it from 0 to 60 in
around five seconds. In fact, the $200k car is so nimble you need to check the rearview mirror to remind
yourself that you are, in fact, driving a sedan: It makes a BMW 7 Series seem like a school bus.
astonmartin.com

FOUR ADORE: (Clockwise from top left) Rapide is fitted
with the 1000 W BeoSound Rapide, a bespoke Bang &
Olufsen sound system with 15 speakers. When activated,
two speakers rise out of the dashboard; Side windows are
designed without a visible break, uncluttering the curve line
of the doors, creating a seamless glass-to-glass window
frame. The side windows rise further up into the window
seal to cancel out wind noise; A pass-through rear deck
allows for larger trunk cargo, and seats are hand-stitched
from ten hides of leather, with raised seams that give a tailored, structured look; Although slightly taller than the DB9,
the proportion of the midsection is the same, allowing for a
spacious passenger compartment

